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In a concise study, Rudolf Steiner presents an inspirational sketch of the evolution of the

Mysteries – from ancient Persia through Egypt and Greece, to the Christian era and the

present day. He traces the line of initiates from Egyptian divinities Isis and Osiris to Moses,

King Arthur’s Round Table and the Holy Grail in the twelfth century. Steiner focuses on the

process of initiation as a historical topic: how initiation worked in ancient Egypt and in the late

Middle Ages. But his presentation is also inspirational, leading to the question: How can we

advance to initiation now? He underscores the potential for achieving enlightenment today

without a teacher in the flesh, and explains the four stages of the process towards initiation. He

also highlights the need for strenuous efforts to overcome the subtle power of evil – in the form

of Lucifer and Ahriman – through selfless work.The four lectures collected here form an

important landmark in Rudolf Steiner’s biography: the first being delivered on 3 February 1913

– the very day that the Anthroposophical Society was founded. First published in English under

the title The Mysteries of the East and of Christianity and unavailable for many years, this

edition has been re-edited by Professor Frederick Amrine and features appendices, an index

as well as an introduction by Robert McDermott.

About the AuthorRudolf Steiner (1861–1925) was born in the small village of Kraljevec, Austro-

Hungarian Empire (now in Croatia), where he grew up. As a young man, he lived in Weimar

and Berlin, where he became a well-published scientific, literary, and philosophical scholar,

known especially for his work with Goethe’s scientific writings. At the beginning of the twentieth

century, he began to develop his early philosophical principles into an approach to systematic

research into psychological and spiritual phenomena. Formally beginning his spiritual teaching

career under the auspices of the Theosophical Society, Steiner came to use the term

Anthroposophy (and spiritual science) for his philosophy, spiritual research, and findings. The

influence of Steiner’s multifaceted genius has led to innovative and holistic approaches in

medicine, various therapies, philosophy, religious renewal, Waldorf education, education for

special needs, threefold economics, biodynamic agriculture, Goethean science, architecture,

and the arts of drama, speech, and eurythmy. In 1924, Rudolf Steiner founded the General

Anthroposophical Society, which today has branches throughout the world. He died in

Dornach, Switzerland.Robert McDermott, Ph.D., is president emeritus and chair of the

Philosophy, Cosmology, and Consciousness Program at the California Institute of Integral

Studies (CIIS). His publications include Radhakrishnan (1970); The Essential Aurobindo (1974,

1987); The Essential Steiner (1984); (with Rudolf Steiner) The Bhagavad Gita and the

West (2009); and The New Essential Steiner (2009). He has also published on William James,

Josiah Royce, M. K. Gandhi, the evolution of consciousness, and American thought. His

administrative service includes president of the New York Center for Anthroposophy; president

of the Rudolf Steiner [summer] Institute; chair of the board of Sunbridge College (New York)

and of Rudolf Steiner College (California). He was a member of the council of the

Anthroposophical Society in America (1996–2004). He is the founding chair of the board of the

Sophia Project, an anthroposophic home in Oakland, California, for mothers and children at

risk of homelessness. He is a Lindisfarne fellow, a Fetzer mentor, and a member of the Esalen

Corportion. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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by 4Edge Ltd., EssexCONTENTSPublisher’s NoteIntroduction, by Robert

McDermottLECTURE 1BERLIN, 3 FEBRUARY 1913The mystery being in its connection with

the spiritual life of mankind. Initiation nowadays requires strengthening and transformation of

the soul’s forces: sensory impressions, thoughts and judgments must turn from the end to the

means; viewpoints and opinions must be overcome. The stages of initiation. First stage: the

experience of death; second stage: the passage through the elementary world.Pages

1-13LECTURE 2BERLIN, 4 FEBRUARY 1913The strengthening of the soul forces as a

prerequisite for the ascent into higher worlds. The intertwining of natural and moral laws in the

spiritual world. Encounters with the souls of the dead. The after-death consequences of

unscrupulousness and addiction to comfort in earthly life. Third stage of initiation: the sight of

the midnight Sun. The supernatural experience of the plant world and its connection with the

sun and stars. In a sleeping person, the physical and etheric bodies are like a plant, the ego

and astral body like the sun and stars.Pages 14-25LECTURE 3BERLIN, 5 FEBRUARY

1913Further stages of ascent into the spiritual worlds. Fourth: standing before the upper and

lower gods. Painful soul experiences. Initiation in the ancient Mysteries. Building up the

physical and etheric sheaths through the Amshaspands and the Izeds in the Zarathustra

initiation. The early and late Egyptian Mysteries. Isis and Osiris. The sons of the widow. The

carrying away of the secrets of Osiris by Moses. Late Egyptian and Greek Mysteries. The

silence of the world word. Abandonment and loneliness of those to be initiated. The death of

the god who passes into another world.Pages 26-39LECTURE 4BERLIN, 7 FEBRUARY

1913Mystery secrets of the Egyptian sentient-soul culture reappear in King Arthur’s Round

Table. Arthur, his knights and Guinevere as human images of the zodiac, sun and moon.

Repetition of the secrets of the mind and soul in the Holy Grail. The Grail opponents Klingsor

and Iblis. The dual nature of modern man: the dying Parsifal and the wounded Amfortas.

Overcoming dullness and doubt through the new Mysteries.Pages 40-57APPENDICES:The

Etheric and the Astral BodiesCharles DarwinAhriman and LuciferNotesRudolf Steiner’s

Collected WorksSignificant Events in the Life of Rudolf SteinerIndexPUBLISHER’S NOTEIN

the first week of February 1913, several important events took place in Berlin within the newly

founded Anthroposophical Society. On 2 February, the meeting of the eleventh general



assembly of the German Section of the Theosophical Society, from which the

Anthroposophical Society had broken away, took place. On 3 February, there followed the first

general assembly of the new Anthroposophical Society. On 5 February was held the second

general assembly of the Johannesbau-Verein (the association founded to build a centre for the

new anthroposophical work—which was later realized in Dornach, Switzerland, as the

Goetheanum). (See the lectures published as Architecture as a Synthesis of the Arts, GA 286,

Rudolf Steiner Press 1999.) It was within this context that Rudolf Steiner gave the lectures

presented here, which were made available to members as a printed manuscript shortly

afterwards.INTRODUCTIONContext of the LecturesDURING the twenty-five years of his public

career as a spiritual and esoteric teacher (1902-25), Rudolf Steiner reviewed and revised very

few of his approximately 6,000 lectures and chose very few of the titles for individual lectures or

for the many series (often called cycles) of lectures subsequently published in 350 volumes.

This set of four lectures which was delivered in February 1913, was first published in English

language translation as The Mysteries of the East and of Christianity. As with many, perhaps

most, of Steiner’s lectures, it includes many sub-topics and tangents. Overall, the lectures are

focused on the process of initiation, both as a historical topic—how did initiation work in ancient

Egypt and in the late Middle Ages?—and inspirational—how might members of his audience

advance to initiation in the 20th century? According to the original title in English, an accurate

translation of the German,1 ‘East’ seems to refer to ‘non-Western’ and perhaps more

particularly Egyptian. ‘Christianity’ in these lectures is limited to the Holy Grail; there is no

discussion of the Mystery of Golgotha— Christ’s Incarnation, Crucifixion, and Resurrection—

nor the spiritually profound figures around Jesus: his Mother, Mary Magdalen, or Lazarus who

was initiated (so-called raised) and known as John the Beloved Disciple and John the

Evangelist. It seems likely that ‘and’ in the title should be taken to mean ‘to’. With these

considerations in mind, the editors of Rudolf Steiner Press are wisely publishing these lectures

under the title, The Mysteries of Initiation: From Isis to the Holy Grail.The date of the first

lecture in this set of four, 3 February, 1913, was the first day that Rudolf Steiner lectured as the

head of the newly founded Anthroposophical Society. Steiner had been appointed head of the

German section of the Theosophical Society in 1902 but after five years, at the International

Theosophical Society meeting in Munich, his conflicts with Annie Besant, president of the

International Theosophical Society, signaled their inevitable separation. Besant, a fiery Irish

political leader in both Ireland and India, succeeded H. P. Blavatsky (HPB), co-founder and

primary teacher of the Theosophical Society until her death in 1891. Col. Henry Olcott, a co-

founder with HPB, was president between Blavatsky and Besant. It seems likely that Steiner

would have been able to collaborate with HPB and Olcott despite their commitment to

Buddhism and their critical attitude toward Christianity.In 1911, two years before the lectures in

this volume, C. W. Lead-beater, a clairvoyant and close colleague of Besant, created the Order

of the Star for Jiddu Krishnamurti, age 16, whom Leadbeater announced as Jesus, the world

teacher returned. One year later, in December 1912, Steiner’s followers formed the

Anthroposophical Society with Steiner as its teacher. In his inaugural lecture to the First

General Meeting of the Anthroposophical Society on 3 February, 1913, Rudolf Steiner spoke of

the being of Anthroposophia—‘Anthropos-Sophia’.2 On the same day, Steiner delivered the

first of the four lectures in this volume, and then three additional lectures on the subsequent

four days. He was lecturing to an audience of followers who, while members of the

Theosophical Society, were used to hearing Steiner’s account of the Western/Christian

esoteric tradition in contrast to the theosophical emphasis on Hindu and Buddhist teachings.In

these four lectures Rudolf Steiner develops several ideas by which he was beginning to



establish an anthroposophical dharma— teaching and practice: In addition to many tangents,

he traces the line of initiates from Egyptian divinities, Isis and Osiris, to Moses to King Arthur’s

Round Table and the Holy Grail in the 12th century.3 Secondly, Steiner explains the four stages

of the process toward initiation, and third, he emphasizes the need for strenuous effort to

overcome the temptations of Lucifer and Ahriman and to achieve initiation. He especially

emphasizes the possibility of achieving initiation on one’s own (without an earthly initiator) by

following the discipline outlined in his book, How to Know Higher Worlds (1904).4Evolution of

Initiation from Isis and Osiris to the Holy GrailSteiner’s audience was familiar with his account

of the evolution of consciousness in books by HPB and in his one-hundred-page chapter in

Outline of Esoteric Science (1909).5 Readers unfamiliar with Steiner’s consciousness eras—

and particularly the middle three—sentient soul, intellectual soul, and consciousness soul—will

want to set them to memory and keep them in mind when reading about Isis and Osiris,

Moses, and the Holy Grail. According to Steiner, each of the seven epochs following the

collapse of Atlantis,6 and consequently called Post-Atlantean, span approximately 2,100 years.

The Third Post-Atlantean Age, also called the time of the sentient soul, began in the 13c BCE,

and continued until mid-8thc BCE. During this age the spiritual world was close to initiates and

leaders of each culture—e.g., teachers of the Upanishads in India, leadership of Abraham and

Moses in Israel, and Homer for the Greeks. Owen Barfield refers to this consciousness as

Original Participation. Footnote 26 by Frederick Amrine on p. 71 is helpful on this topic.The age

of the intellectual soul (mid-8thc BCE – 15thc CE), is exemplified by Plato and Aristotle in

Greece, Isaiah in Israel, Confucius and Laotse in China, and Bhagavad Gita and Buddha in

India. In the early phase of this age the spiritual world began to recede. Owen Barfield refers to

this process as the Loss of Participation. The most profound loss was in the Roman world of

the 1stc BCE, and directly countered by the Incarnation of Christ in Jesus of Nazareth.

Curiously, in this set of four lectures Steiner does not discuss the initiates of this period, most

notably Lazarus,7 and Paul the Apostle who was initiated on the road to Damascus. Frederick

Amrine’s fn. 24 (p.70) is very helpful for an understanding of this Post-Atlantean, or cultural,

age. At present, humanity, and particularly the West, has lived through the first third of the

consciousness soul age which began in the 15thc CE. Despite the influence of high beings

such as Krishna, Buddha, and Christ, this age is characterized by a continuing loss of

participation. It is also possible, and increasingly urgent, for individuals with an opening to the

spiritual world to pursue the path of initiation with a guidebook such as his How to Know Higher

Worlds (1904).8In describing the gift of Isis to the Mediterranean world during the sentient soul

period, and in the previous lecture on Sophia on the same day, Steiner shows that during that

time there was but a slim line between humanity and the spiritual world, as, for example,

embodied and revealed by Isis and Horus. Steiner states that every initiate must pass through

four deep, transformative experiences, as follows:1. the experience of death;2. the passage

through the elementary world;3. the sight of the midnight sun. The supernatural experience of

the plant world and its connection with the sun and stars. In a sleeping person, the physical

and etheric bodies are like a plant, the ego and astral body like the sun and stars;4. standing

before the upper and lower gods, including painful soul experiences.If Steiner’s accounts of the

experience of these stages by various initiates is less than obvious it is important to recall that

we are reading unrevised lectures, not a carefully prepared book. We should remember that a

topic that Steiner neglects in one lecture, such as the Mystery of Golgotha in these lectures, he

is likely to develop in other lectures. In this series of four lectures, he omits Christian initiates,

but he discusses them in the lecture on Sophia on the same day. In the Sophia lecture he

affirms a relationship between Isis and the Mother of Jesus; Moses appears with Elijah in the



Transfiguration of Christ; and Zarathustra provides the ego both of the Matthew Jesus and then

as the ego of the Luke Jesus9 at approximately age twelve, in time for Jesus to lecture the high

priests in the temple. The continuity of lives of initiates from one age to another is one of the

main points of these lectures. At the end of his life, Steiner placed this idea at the front of his

autobiography:Because I entered this world with defined soul predispositions, and because the

course of my life, as expressed in my biography, is determined by these predispositions, as a

spiritual human being I must have existed before my birth. …In each life the human spirit

appears as a repetition of itself with the fruits of experiences during previous lives.Persistence

of Evil10In the fourth lecture, Steiner describes the battle between good and evil as revealed in

the late medieval story of King Arthur and the Holy Grail. This transition from Isis and Horus,

representatives of the sentient soul (the third Post-Atlantean age) to the Holy Grail,

representatives of the late intellectual soul/Fourth Post-Atlantean, is typical of the pattern

whereby the Third Post-Atlantean age transmits its attainments to the Fifth. King Arthur and the

Holy Grail is technically in the Fourth/intellectual soul age but presages the prominence of evil

facing modern humanity in the Fifth. Evil in the modern age is nearly synonymous with

Ahriman, the tempter who leads humanity ever deeper into impersonal, automatic, surface

thinking and behaviour. For the complementary roles of Lucifer and Ahriman see the excellent

description by Fred Amrine (Appendix 3).As Steiner was delivering these lectures on the eve of

the First World War, he certainly had a foreboding, or prevision, of the cruelty and suffering that

was about to consume the surrounding countries. The Goetheanum building, that he and his

followers initially called the Johannesbau, was built in hearing distance of the guns of the war

in Italy, Germany, and France. Clearly, a malign force was responsible for the burning of the

Goetheanum within months of its completion. As his focus in these lectures is on initiation, he

chose Parsifal (who had to learn lessons of the real world) and Goethe (after whom the

Goetheanum was named) and an example of the inexhaustible power of evil and the need for

dedicated effort to counter its powerful impact.Steiner repeatedly emphasizes that human

effort is needed to overcome the reappearance of evil, particularly due to the tempters, Lucifer

and Ahriman and their legions.11 Because of their opposition to human effort on behalf of the

evolution of consciousness, no good deed goes unopposed. Of course, they work through

individuals open to their influence. The iconic example of an individual serving an evil cause is

Judas and the high priests. Instead of this obvious example, Steiner explains the struggle of

Isis against her brother-in-law Seth, the undoing of King Arthur’s castle by Klingsor, and the

fallen side of the soul of Goethe, the foremost poet, dramatist, and scientist of modern

Germany. A goddess, a king, and an amazing human being each suffered the attack of

negative spiritual forces, and each provides an inspiring example of strenuous counter effort. In

these lectures Steiner is intent on waking his audience to the subtle and destructive power of

evil—and the possibility of overcoming it by selfless, dedicated effort. Sri Aurobindo

(1872-1950), Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955), and C. G. Jung (1875-1961), agree that

evil is a necessary ingredient in the advance of human consciousness. In these lectures,

Steiner repeatedly emphasizes the need for dedicated effort in order to attain initiation and

thereby to advance the evolution of consciousness. In passing, Steiner discloses another

triumph of the tempters: they use indifferent and slothful individuals and groups in support of

pandemics!In dozens, or rather hundreds, of lectures throughout the last twelve years of his

life, Steiner exposed the subtlety and pernicious effect of tempters—and the spiritual effort that

can and must confront their wiles. In this great battle—call it what it is: war—Steiner

recommends the importance of spiritually awake souls who serve Christ, Sophia, the

Archangel Michael, and initiates through each historical epoch, learning and contributing on



the side of the angels and against tempters. These four lectures continue the mission of HPB

and the Theosophical Society, namely, to replace specific religious traditions by trans-religious

and trans-cultural esoteric traditions, and in their emphasis on the Western lineage they are a

revision of theosophy from Blavatsky to Besant. Not that Steiner is negative toward Krishna or

Buddha—not at all: as he had already explained in his lectures on the Gospels of Matthew and

Luke, Krishna and Buddha made and will continue to make important contributions to the

evolution of consciousness. While these four lectures are not against Hindu or Buddhist

dharma, they reveal the spiritual forces in the West important for the battle on behalf of love

and truth. In Steiner’s view, these battles had been neglected by his audience and by the

Theosophical Society from which he had decisively extricated himself and his followers only

weeks before.Robert McDermott August 2021LECTURE 1BERLIN, 3 FEBRUARY 1913IN

these lectures, I should like to bring before you a picture of the nature of the Mysteries12 and

their connection with the spiritual life of humanity. First, by way of introduction, we must come

to an understanding with regard to various experiences on the path to the higher worlds. We

shall have to bring forward things that in a certain connection have already been touched upon

in the course of our anthroposophical studies; but during the next few days we shall need

certain points of view which may have so far received less attention, at least in their necessary

setting.Everything that belongs to the Mysteries in their true nature is founded ultimately on the

experiences of initiates in the higher worlds. It is from the higher worlds that the knowledge and

the impulses for practical training in the Mysteries have to be brought. We have often

emphasized that human evolution in different regions takes on different forms in successive

periods, and so is it with everything that we call the nature of the Mysteries. It is not for nothing

that our souls pass through successive human lives; we go through them because in every

incarnation we experience something fresh and can add it to what we have garnered in

previous incarnations. In most cases the appearance of the external world has completely

changed when, after our passage through the spiritual worlds between death and a new birth,

we enter again through birth into physical existence. And for reasons that we can easily

recognize, the principle of initiation must also change in the successive epochs of humanity. In

our own time the principle of initiation has already undergone a great change, in that initiation

can be attained up to a certain stage without any personal guidance, for it has been possible to

set out publicly the principles of initiation as far as has been done, for example, in my book,

How to Know Higher Worlds.13 Anyone who tries quite seriously to work through the

experiences described in this book can go very far in relation to the principle of initiation. We

can go so far that the existence of the spiritual world becomes for us a matter of knowledge,

equally with our knowledge of the external physical world. By slowly and gradually applying to

our souls in due sequence the exercises given, we will break through to an understanding of

the spiritual worlds. The way of initiation can now be described and pursued without exposing

the soul to certain events which could lead it into particular catastrophes and revolutions.Up to

this point, accordingly, it is possible today to discuss in public the way into the higher worlds.

But it must be said also that for anyone seriously resolved to go further, the way is even today

bound up with the enduring of certain pains and sorrows, and with some quite special

experiences which can have a dismaying, revolutionary effect on our lives, and for these we

must have undergone a thorough preparation. I must again emphasize, however, that anyone

can follow through everything that has been published without risk of harm, and by this means,

we can go very far along the way. The path to the higher worlds, one need hardly say, is never

closed, but anyone who wishes to follow it beyond a certain frontier must be specially prepared

if they are to reach the end of it without having their inner life shaken—not morbidly, but shaken



through and through. Even these shocks pass quite naturally over the soul when the whole

course of initiation is carried out rightly. But it is very necessary that it should be carried

through in the right way.Now we must understand clearly that if anyone wants to plunge into

the Mysteries, everything in his life of soul must gradually become different. The change can be

characterized in a few words by saying: for anyone wishing to penetrate the Mysteries, the

aims and goals that figure in ordinary psychic life must all become a means to higher

purposes, higher goals. In ordinary life, we perceive the external world through our senses. We

perceive it in colours, forms and sounds and other sense-impressions. We live within this world

of sense-impressions. At the moment when initiation is to enter a certain stage, we must not

simply experience blue or red or any other colours all the time; without losing these

experiences, we must learn to make them a means to higher ends. In ordinary life, we look out

on a clear day into space and see the blue sky and enjoy the sight. But if we want to be an

initiate of a certain degree, we must come to the point of being able to see the blue of the

heavens as completely transparent. While normally it is a limit or boundary, it must now

become transparent, and we must be able to see what we want to see through the blue sky.

For us it must no longer be a boundary. Or let us take a rose: for external vision, the surface of

the rose is bounded by its red colour. At the moment of initiation, the red colour ceases to be a

boundary. It becomes transparent, and behind it appears what is being sought. The colour

does not cease to produce its own natural effect; but initiates perceive something different

when they look through the blue sky, when they look through the red of the rose, and again

when they look through the rosy dawn, and so on. The colour is experienced in a quite definite

manner, but for unmediated vision it becomes transparent and is eliminated by the force within

the soul that has been acquired through the training that leads to clairvoyance. So it is with all

sensory impressions. Whereas previously they were in themselves a complete experience,

after initiation they become merely a means of experiencing what lies behind them.Thus it is

with the whole world of thought. In ordinary life, we think. I beg you not to misunderstand this in

any way. If you compare it in the right sense with other explanations, you will see the

agreement, but it is nonetheless true to say that from a certain stage of initiation, thinking in the

usual sense of the word ceases. It is not that initiates could ever come to a time when they

would regard thinking as of no significance, but instead of being the aim and object of the life of

the soul, thinking must become merely a means to an end. Initiates, in fact, are entering a new

world. In order to experience this, it is necessary for them—besides other things of which we

shall have to speak—to pass beyond the standpoint of ordinary thinking on the physical plane.

When we live on the physical plane, we judge things and form opinions about them. After a

certain stage of initiation, these opinions no longer have any meaning or value. But as we are

speaking about regions of the life of the soul so different from those to which we are

accustomed, I must point out that it is very easy for misunderstandings to arise. When this

stage of initiation, which I shall have to describe later on, is reached, then as a rule a person

will have to lead a kind of double life. For in everyday life it is impossible not to reflect and form

judgments upon things. On the physical plane, we are forced to form judgments and to think.

Suppose you were sitting in a train and were not thinking; you would go past your station. It

could even happen that although an anthroposophist ought to take care of his membership

card, a thoughtless person might leave it lying about, which would be against all the principles

that should be observed in looking after it. Well, life is such that we must use our judgment and

reflect.But with this attitude towards judging and thinking we cannot attain to the higher worlds.

A mixing of the two attitudes may occur: one can be so absorbed in the urge to reach the

higher worlds as to be guilty of such a lapse of memory as I have just mentioned. However, on



the whole, it should certainly be possible to keep these two things apart: a truly sound power of

judgement for the physical plane, holding all life’s duties in view, and at the same time never

forgetting that what we develop so assiduously for the physical plane, can be only a means to

an end where the higher worlds are concerned.Thoughts, ideas, and judgements, must be for

aspirants to initiation what colours, for example, are for painters. For painters they are not an

end in themselves, but rather a means of expressing what they want to say in their picture. In

ordinary physical life, thoughts and ideas are an end in themselves; for initiates, they become

the means of expressing what they experience in the higher worlds. This stage can be reached

only when a certain attitude of soul towards our personal views and opinions has been

acquired. Persons who have any preference for one view or another, who still prefer one thing

or another to be true, cannot enter the stage of initiation referred to here; rather, only those

who esteem their own views as little as they do those of others, and are prepared to set aside

their own opinionsand to observe quite objectively what is really there. In general, one of the

greatest difficulties of inner experience is to get beyond the standpoint of ‘opinions’ and ‘points

of view’. Here we touch upon certain difficulties that may arise in living together with other

people when we are seeking to follow the path into the higher worlds. Anyone who is seeking

this path, or has already arrived at a certain stage on it, will take an attitude towards many

things in life, through the condition their soul has attained, which will be different from the

ordinary one. Above all, they will reveal the characteristic of knowing quickly, let us say, how

one ought to behave in this or that circumstance of life. Then perhaps they are asked by those

around them: ‘Why should we do that?’ Certainly, when they can appreciate the other person’s

point of view, they will always be able to account for this ‘why’. But first they will have to come

down from the level where they see in a flash what has to be done, and take their stand beside

the person, forcing themselves to follow the train of thought of ordinary life in order to show

what proof there is for what they see through in a flash. This rapid comprehension of widely

varying and complicated circumstances of life is a phenomenon that accompanies the faculty

of rising above personal opinions and views and standpoints.Apart from this, we must seek to

attain what is connected with various other inner moral qualities. Of these we shall have to

speak later. We will point now to only one quality to which we have often alluded. It is

fearlessness. For we must bear in mind that, when the entire life of the soul is reduced to being

a means, instead of ranking as an end in itself, the experiences into which one enters are

transformed. In the first place, there will be a quite new mode of experiencing. One is indeed

entering into the unknown, and this is at first always accompanied by conditions of fear. And

because the whole experience takes place in the intimate depths of the soul, the state of fear

may lead to all kinds of inner psychic experiences. Hence, the preparations for the path into the

higher worlds involves the achievement of a certain fearlessness. We have to win this

fearlessness by means of very definite meditations. It can be done. Only, generally speaking,

people lack sufficient perseverance for the kind of meditations required. A good meditation is to

give oneself up again and again to the thought that knowing about something makes no

difference to the thing itself. If, for instance, someone were at this moment to know that

something bad is going to happen in an hour’s time, and that nothing can be done to prevent it,

their knowledge of it would probably cause them anxiety and fear. But their knowledge does not

alter the thing in the least. Hence, the fear and anxiety are entirely futile. It is a futility to which

all souls quite naturally give way; a folly which assuredly would assail anyone at a certain stage

of initiation if our training had not prepared us for fearlessness by requiring us to say to

ourselves again and again: Is anything at all altered by the fact of knowing about it?
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